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Abstract
This paper describes the operational planning of complex multi-agent transportation problems. Based on a simple hierarchical agent-based model, agents execute
transportation orders specified by clients. Hatzack and Nebel [3] pointed out a correspondence with job shop scheduling. Using this correspondence they are able to
use scheduling heuristics to compute safe traffic flows, using a fixed route for each
transportation agent. We adopt their approach and show a significant improvement in
case alternative routes are considered by the agents.

1 Introduction
This paper focuses on the operational planning of complex multi-agent transportation
problems. Such transportation problems consist of a (i) static infrastructure, (ii) transport
agents and customers with (iii) transportation orders. The infrastructure is specified by a
set of locations, roads between them, global travel times, and distances on the roads. The
transportation agents are autonomous agents capable of moving cargo from one place to
another place. The customers are able to place transportation orders. Some of these orders
may be known far in advance, some of them have to be executed almost immediately.
Customers are also free to retract or modify properties of their orders in advance. The
following properties of an order are distinguished: (i) its pickup and delivery location, (ii)
its pickup and delivery time-windows, (iii) its revenues if it is executed within the time
windows and (iv) its penalties if it is rejected or a transport agent fails to execute it within
the time windows specified.
The problem now is to construct a dynamic planner that is able to find a feasible
and robust plan for handling the orders and also is able to react on incidents (changes
of orders, failures of agents) to minimize their impact on the total performance 1. Here,
the performance of the planner is specified as the sum of the costs the agents will make
to execute all the orders received. The cost of an individual agent executing a series
of orders will depend on the total distance traveled, the time needed to travel and the
revenues/penalties associated with the orders executed. An optimal planner, of course,
will try to minimize the total costs associated with executing the orders received.
1 The

problem can be easily generalized to include non-constant penalties, dynamic infrastructure, variable
number of transport agents and cargo units, and variable capacities. However, since this planning problem is
complicated enough as it is, we have chosen to exclude these aspects for now.

1.1

Approach

Even much simpler problems than this problem are easily shown to be intractable [2], i.e.,
assuming P NP, they are not optimally solvable in an efficient way. We have chosen
to search for clever heuristics, i.e., problem solving methods that produce feasible, not
necessarily optimal, solutions.
We model the described planning problem using a simple hierarchical agent-based
model. On the highest level, we have one or more tactical planning agents2 responsible
for taking care of incoming orders and allocating them to individual transportation agents.
The transportation agents take care for the operational planning and order execution using
the infrastructure and handling incidents. Such an transport agent / operational planner
may be a truck driver or a computer program running on an AGV (Automated Guided
Vehicle). Each operational planner can only see that part of the plan it is allocated to by
the tactical planner.
The operational planner is also responsible for communicating any (expected) deviations from the orders as they are assigned to the tactical planner, such that the tactical
planner can adequately adjust plans when necessary. Since operational planners operate
on an infrastructure, it may have means to communicate with the infrastructure, e.g. for
AGVs to claim parts of a terminal or for trucks to obtain traffic information.
As we remarked before, both planners together aim at finding a solution minimizing
the total cost of executing the orders. The advantage of the hierarchical approach is that
the partition into tactical and operational planning aspects nicely corresponds to the two
main factors determining the total performance of the planning system: a distribution of
orders over agents such that the total amount of profit will be maximized and the execution
of each order by an agent such that its execution costs are minimized.
1.2

Applications

There is a large variety of transport problems fitting into this simple model. All these problems are order-based, have pickup and delivery specifications, and consider autonomous
transportation agents. We have explicitly accounted for the following problems.
Taxi planning: here customers are passengers specifying a pickup time and location,
and a delivery location. The taxi company has a number of taxis (transport agents)
available. The goal is to minimize both travel costs and customer waiting times.
AGV planning: Automatic Guided Vehicles drive on a terminal to move containers
from a ship to several stacks and vice-versa. Besides loading and unloading ships
quickly, the use of routes by AGVs must satisfy some restrictions, so the route
planning must be explicitly done by the AGVs themselves.
Arrival and departure scheduling: this is an example where customers are identical
to transportation agents. Each agent as an airplane specifies an arrival and departure
time window for a given airport. The tactical planning agents are the runway managers of an airport assigning time-slots for arrival and departure on a given runway,
trying to satisfy the time-windows specified. The goal is to maximize throughput
and minimize waiting times of airplanes.
2 A tactical planner is a facility of a collection of agents and can be implemented by either a human or an
automated process.

Elsewhere, we have discussed more details of the hierarchical planner architecture [1].
In this paper we will concentrate on the operational planning details, discussing some
heuristics the agents might use to come up with a feasible plan.

2 Operational Planning
A transportation agent  has to execute the orders assigned to it by the tactical planner,
using an infrastructure. This infrastructure   consists of a set of resources  –
representing locations, roads and road crossings – and a set  that defines the accessibility
relation, e.g. !#"$ denotes that resource % is accessible from resource  . Further, there is a set &('  of home locations, which are special resources with unlimited
capacity. To each agent  , one of these locations )+* " & is assigned denoting its home
(initial) location 3 . For each resource , "- , the cost function .0/ 2143 returns the
cost4 .  ,  , measured in time units, for a transport agent to travel through resource , .
An order 5 687+:9;<>=?@<>A consists of a source location 9B"C in which a freight
7 must be picked-up and a destination location ?D"E where 7 is to be delivered. Both
the pick-up and delivery must take place within time interval < = 0F GH = I@H =J and < A
F GH A I+H AKJ respectively5. The deadline I@H A of the order 5 is also denoted by L+M .
In order to execute order 5 assigned to it, agent  has to find a route from its current
location to the pickup location and from there to the destination. Such a route H *
NOHK!PHQKRRRS of  – where HQTVUWHQTYXZ and !T%TYXZ[D"\ – is specified as a
sequence of resource-time pairs, where HQT denotes the time at which  enters the resource6
!T]"^ .
Since the agents use a common infrastructure, resource conflicts are likely to occur.
Such a conflict is said to occur if at least two agents use the same resource at overlapping
time intervals. To solve conflicts agents can either change their routes or insert delays7 in
their routes to avoid overlapping intervals.
The result of inserting delays, such that conflicts are resolved, into agent  ’s route H *
is called a schedule _ ? * `  HQa [ HQa [RRRS , where HQaT U-HQaTbXc .
In the absence of other agents, an agent  is able to select an optimal route dfe HQgH *
guaranteeing the earliest start and completion time for each order. With respect to this
optimal route, the delay of orders in a schedule can be defined. The delay at the i-th
resource used in schedule _ ? * is defined as:
l
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where function H[ _ ?|jQ selects the time of schedule _ ? at index j .
We define the earliest completion time } M for order 5 to be the time at which the
order 5 is executed by the responsible agent  in its optimal route dfe HQH * and . M the real
completion time (as derived from schedule _ ? * ).
3 Home locations are introduced to avoid deadlocks due to agents that claim certain resources for ever after
(or before) they executed all their transportation orders.
4 For simplicity, we assume that this cost is the same for every agent ~ .
5 We assume that  V>f and P P>y , where f is the minimal processing time for the
order. That is, in principle, the execution of an order can start on any time point in ; .
6 Note that  is released by ~ at time Y , so  vY is the interval during  is claimed by ~ .
7 Of course, assuming a finite number of agents, such delayed routes avoiding conflicts always exist.

The task of each operational planner is to find a schedule for its order that minimizes
the order’s tardiness.
2.1

Resolving resource conflicts

Hatzack and Nebel [3] pointed out a correspondence between computing conflict-free
schedules for the transport agents and a particular scheduling variant called Job Shop
Scheduling with Blocking. In their paper they subsequently used a fast job-shop scheduling heuristic to obtain conflict-free transport routing schedules. In this section, we briefly
explicate this correspondence.
Scheduling is concerned with the optimal allocation of a set  of scarce resources to a
set of activities (jobs)  over time. Each job  "  requires some specific set   '  of
resources and for each resource , "^ the duration HQ  needed for  to use , is specified.
Typically, each resource , can be used only by one job  at the same time.
A solution to such a problem is a schedule, i.e., an allocation of intervals F @T    L T  J
to each job  T"  for using resource ,  such that the constraints (non-overlapping and
minimal duration) are satisfied.
In a job shop scheduling problem each job  T consists of a sequence of  T operations
 5 T  PRRR[ 5 T  :  , where operation 5 T   needs resource , T   "z for e T   time units, with
, T 
, T   XZ for j]¡o;RRR  [¢  . Blocking means that a job  continues to claim resource
, after processing, if the next resource , a it needs is not available. During that time, no
other job can use resource , .
Now the similarity with the transportation problem discussed above is clear: Let the
jobs correspond to agents  "£ that have to execute a route gH * as a sequence of operations. Each operation  T H T  in fact is a request for using8 the resource  T during the time
interval F H T H TYXZ  .
A feasible conflict-free schedule is a set of agent schedules ¤O_ ? *P¥O*¦{§ that is conflictfree. Scheduling heuristics for job-ship scheduling problems, therefore, can be used to
compute agent schedules in which resources are claimed by at most one agent at a time
thereby avoiding any resource conflicts from a given set ¤ gH * ¥ *¦{§ of agent routes.
In their paper Hatzack and Nebel applied a very fast delay minimizing heuristic9 to
obtain such a set of agent schedules. This heuristic will be used as part of a more refined
routing heuristic for our operational planning problem.
2.2

An operational multi-agent planner

Unlike Hatzack and Nebel, we have to account for the time windows < = and < A and our
objective is to minimize the tardiness summed over all agents. Moreover, we assume
our agents to be intelligent enough to apply rerouting if the delay caused by resource
conflict resolution becomes too costly. Therefore, we will discuss a refined heuristic that
is capable to deal with (i) time windows, (i) rerouting as well as delaying routes and (iii)
tries to minimize tardiness. We describe this heuristic in a distributed multi-agent setting.
Upon receiving an order 5 each agent  executes Algorithm 1. First, (line 3) the agent
computes the shortest path along the source and destination locations of the newly arrived
order. Then, (line 4), it creates a schedule – using the scheduling heuristic – based on this
route. It negotiates with other agents about the order in which the agents may compute
8 we

assume the minimum time needed for ~ to use  to be given.
heuristic incrementally inserts jobs/operations in a first-come-first served manner into the schedule.

9 This

their schedule. This order is determined by the difference of their deadlines and earliest
possible completion times LM p }¨M . Next, when all agents have computed a schedule,
some agents have a possibility to change their route. Agents are only allowed to change
their route if they changed it less than ©^%ª  GHQh ,«> Hvjt¬%hO9 times already and their schedule
still violates the order’s deadline. The agent that is allowed to change its route tries to find
the shortest route that avoids the resource that caused the biggest delay10 . After an agent
changes its route all agents reschedule.
Remark To determine which agent is to schedule (or reroute) first, the agents have
to negotiate with each other. This can be implemented using a blackboard. In Algorithm 1 this is specified by the  ««>5 I «>® h%RYRbRS¯  GIh and .°5 GG8h ® H¯  GIh9 functions. The
 ««>5 I «>® h%RYRbRS¯  GIh functions put the value of an agent on the (sorted) blackboard, while
the .°5 G8Gh ® H¯  GIhO9 function either returns all values of all agents or at least some indication whether the agent is at the top of the list. Further, an agent can store on the
blackboard whether it is satisfied or not (  ««>5 I «>® h!²± «  _³ HvjQ97+jth? , in other words,
whether the agent meets the order’s deadline) and whether it has computed a schedule
(  ««>5 I «>® h &´ 9 _k®) h?;I+G8h ).
In Algorithm 2, agent  creates a schedule based on its route H * and using information obtained from the infrastructure. Given a partial schedule _ ? * µRRR *  T ¢ PHQT¶[·¸RRR
it schedules the next resource as given in route gH * and then recursively schedules the
rest of the route. Time H T ¶ is the time at which the previous resource  *  T ¢  is claimed.
Time H is at least .  *  T ¢   later (the minimal time at which resource  *  T can possibly be
claimed). The result is the schedule _ ? * µRRR *  T ¢  H T ¶[·^ *  T H· _³®) h?{IGh!  ¹º8°QH *  .
Sometimes, the operational planner does not find a feasible solution that executes the
order within its time-windows. Algorithm 2 does not deal with this problem. It is the responsibility of the tactical planner, so, if such a problem arises, the tactical planner decides
whether the transport agent should execute the order anyway or cancel the transportation.

3 Results
In this section we show experimental results of using the scheduling heuristic to compute a
safe traffic flow, while allowing each agent a fixed number of time to select an alternative
route. The infrastructure used for the experiments is displayed in Figure 1. This huband-spoke alike infrastructure consists of a set of four completely connected cities of five
locations each and a few inter-city connections. Each city has one home location, viz.
the one without connections to other cities. In each home location there are five transport
agents, which yields a total of twenty agents in each problem instance. The agents have
to carry out one order with a randomly chosen source and destination location. The timewindows are fixed and the same for all transportation orders.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show statistical data about the experiments. Figure 2(a) gives
information about the tardiness summed over all agents, which is defined as
»¼
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route remains unchanged if this resource is obligatory for the agent to reach its goal.

(2)

Algorithm 1 process(Agent  , Order 5 Á89;<>=?@<>A )
L1.
L2.
L3.
L4.

ÂÃ Ä{ÅbÆtÇ[ÈÂÄOÆtÉÊPÇËÍÌ6Î
ÏÍÂÂ|ÃÐ!ÂÑ:Ç[ÒÓÈÇË[ÇKÂÑ:ÇOÔÄ;Õ
ÖÍÆt× Ì2Ø>Ù;ÃÈ[ÆvÇËÚÆvÒÓÄOÆvÙ@ÔÙ%×{ÛQËÕPÜÝØÙ%ÃÈÆtÇËÚÆtÒÓÄPÆtÙ+ÔËÛ²Þ{ÕPÜÝØÙ%ÃÈÆtÇËÚÆtÒÓÄPÆtÙ+ÔÞ!ÛvÙ;×OÕ
while ØÞO×ßCÂÉÅ do
L4.1. ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑÚÇØÅYÄPÑÚà%á Ä;ÅbÐNÇOÔÄÛOâãKäåfã Õ
åfã
L4.2. á-ÌçæfÃÅèÅèÇKÑÆvá Ä{ÅYÐ!ÇËÔÕ
L4.3. if agent Ä has minimal value in á then
ØÞO×ÌéØÑ:Ù!ÇKÞOÐNÅYÇPÔÄNÛQÖÍÆt×Õ
ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑÚÇêÄ;Ë[ØÑ:Ù!ÇKÞOÐNÅYÇPÔÄ;Õ
if æcëìríNë then
ÏyÂÂÃÐ%Â|ÑÚÇØÄOÆ²É²Ë[î%ÉÇKÞNÔÄ;Õ
else
ÏyÂÂÃÐ%Â|ÑÚÇïyÂ+Ë:ÄOÆtÉ8Ë[î%ÉÇKÞNÔÄ%Õ

L5. Wait until all agents have a schedule
L6. while {
ð ñfòózôPïyÂ+Ë:ÄOÆtÉ8Ë[î%ÉÇKÞPÏÍõ{ÇKÂNÆ:ÔñKÕ do
L6.1. // determine which agent changes its route
L6.2. if Â|Ã Ä;ÅöÆvÇKÈÂÄOÆtÉÊPÇËf÷ùøÄPú Ä{ÅbÆvÇKÈÂ|ÄOÆ²ÉÊPÇË then
ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑÚÇØÄOÆtÉ8Ë[î%ÉÇKÞNÔÄ%Õ
L6.3. elseif æ ëû í ë then
ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑÚÇïyÂ@Ë:ÄOÆtÉ8Ë[î%ÉÇ[ÞNÔÄ;Õ
ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑÚÇKüÍÄPÈÞOÉÂ|ÇË[Ë[áÄ{ÅYÐ!ÇPÔÄNÛvæ ëÍý í ë Õ
á-ÌéæfÃÅèÅèÇKÑÆQáÄ;ÅbÐNÇËOÔÕ
if agent Ä has maximal value in á then
î%ÃÈñÚÉÞOÞPÇKÂÌéþÿ Ýþ      ÞPÇ[ÅYÄ ÔÖyÆt×ÛØÞO×PÛvÉ8Õ
ÈÇKÈÃÐ;ÆvÇOÔÖyÆt×OÛî%ÃÈñÚÉÞOÞPÇKÂ+Õ
increase ÂÃ Ä{ÅbÆvÇKÈÂÄPÆ²ÉÊPÇË
L6.4. // reschedule all agents
L6.5. while ØÞO× ß$Â|ÉÅ do
ÏyÂÂÃÐ%Â|ÑÚÇØ>ÅbÄ{ÑÚà%á Ä{ÅYÐNÇOÔÄNÛPâãKäåyã Õ
åfã
á-Ì2æfÃÅèÅYÇ[ÑÆQá Ä;ÅbÐNÇËOÔÕ
if agent Ä has minimal value in á then
ØÞO× ÌéØÑ:Ù%Ç[ÞOÐ!ÅèÇOÔÄÛvÖyÆt×Õ
ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑ:Ç[êÄ;ËØÑÚÙ!ÇKÞOÐNÅèÇOÔÄ;Õ
if æ ë ìDí ë then
ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑ:ÇØÄPÆ²É8Ëî%ÉÇKÞNÔÄ;Õ
else
ÏyÂÂÃÐ!ÂÑ:ÇïyÂ@ËKÄOÆ²É²Ë[î%ÉÇKÞNÔÄ;Õ
L6.6. Wait until all agents have a schedule

where LM is the deadline of agent  ’s order and .ÓM the time at which agent  really
completes the order. The average percentage of delay, as shown in Figure 2(b), is defined
as
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Algorithm 2 Schedule(Agent  , Route H * )
L1. Ô  ×  ÛtÆ  Õ>ß|ÔÖyÆ × Õ
Ø ÞO× $
ß ÂÉÅ then
L2. if 
Æ ÓÌ
Æ 

L3. else
Ô P×   ÛvÆ  Õ>ßöþ"!ÔØÞO×Õ
ä
Æ #³Ì6Æ %$ 
Ñ ÔP×&   Õ
ä
L4. Æ>'
Ì )(+*-, . Æ]÷´Æ #0/21 Ã[ÆQæÓÅYÄPÉøÇKÞNÔ ×&   Û43 Æ  Û²ÆQÕvÕ
ä
L5. while 5uË:ÑÚÙ!ÇKÞOÐNÅèÇKÞ do
ØÞO×ÌéØÞO×uÜÔ P&
×   ÛtÆvÕ
if ØÑÚÙ!ÇKÞOÐNÅèÇOÔÄN6Û !ÔÖyÆt×ÕvÕ then
ËKÑÚÙ!ÇKÞOÐNÅèÇKÞgÌ Æ²ÈÐNÇ
else
Retract last scheduled resource from ØÞO×
ÆuÌ Æ $ 

City 3

City 2

City 1

City 4

Figure 1: The infrastructure used to gather experimental results.
In case the agents are not allowed to select an alternative route (the leftmost bar in
both figures) each transport agents drives that route that would have been the optimal
route if there were no other agents. The scheduling approach of Hatzack and Nebel is
used to create routes without conflicts considering all agents in the system.
The second bar shows a significant improvement if each agent has at most one opportunity to change its route. The mean tardiness summed over all agents decreases from
7 898;: <-=
8A: 89<
=: 7
to >@?
. Furthermore, the average percentage of delay decreases from B >
:
to B9C >@? . Note that the time to complete an order D for agent E is determined by the
earliest completion time FHG and the delay caused by solving conflicts with other agents.
The indication that the tardiness summed over all agents does not further decrease while
incrementing the maximum number of alternative routes of the agents leads to our expectation that it will not be possible to find a solution with a significantly lower average
delay percentage. A possible explanation is that one change is sufficient to spread the traffic through the (simple) infrastructure and no gain can be achieved by rerouting agents.
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Figure 2: Statistical data of the experiments (averaged over o
generated problem instances. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals).
¿{¿
Further research is needed to clarify this observation.

4 Conclusion
We have described a distributed algorithm for the operational planning of multi-agent
transportation problems. Hatzack and Nebel [3] discussed a similar problem, where a fleet
of vehicles must execute a set of transportation orders. They discovered a transformation
of their transportation problem into a job shop scheduling problem with blocking.
Our problem definition also specifies two time-windows for each order. Each order
must be picked up within a time-window and delivered within a time-window. However,
the same approach as Hatzack and Nebel used can be applied. Further, we enriched
their idea by allowing agents to reroute a fixed number of times. This showed significant
improvements already for at most one opportunity to reroute for all agents.
In the future, we plan to execute more experiments in order to discover why there is
no significant improvement if there are more than one alternative routes considered by the
agents. We need to experiment with different kind of infrastructures and varying number
of orders per agent. Furthermore, a comparison with our other operational planner using
the D** algorithm [1], which is a variant of the D* algorithm11 of Stentz [4], is desired.
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